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ABSTRACT

Integrated Financial Management System is a computerized budgeting

and accounting system that was implemented by the government to

simplify the monitoring and control of the government funds. It include

expenditures like payment of salary, revenues collections, deposit and

other expenditures. It was established in order to have effective

monitoring and control of the government funds. It provide the

government with a modern budgeting and accounting system with state

of the art functionality on which to undertake its national and public sector

accounting and financial management.

The descriptive design was used to conduct the study by cross sectional

methods in order to collect data from sampled population. Secondary data

use content analysis that use books, reports and documents and primary

data used from questionnaires. The target population was 1800

employees from which the sample derived. The population taken from

MOFEA includes; chiefs accountants, assistance chief accountants, central

payment officers and budgetary officers. Data was analysed and

interpreted though table in frequency and percentage in order to provide

proper meaning.

The findings reveals that training of the system to the users was good

(50%), satisfied for the time of training (50%) and effective(65%),

because they can do their work quickly and accurate also they confirm

that the time they got for the training was satisfied to them because they

have much time to learn and understand more things concerning the
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system. Also the security control of the system and measures they provide

was very high(81%), IFMS control over the expenditure(74%) of

respondents strongly agreed that make effective budgetary control, also

the application of security control measures is high protect the system

(81%). The extent of qualified of its resources is excellent (45%), and

(44%) say good and remaining (11%) not decided that make the system

to be more effective.

Therefore the government should prioritize the system as a major

component and motivate its staff those who are responsible of using the

system and increase security for the system.

Motivation to the staff that is highly using the system is needed because it

is very risky for the system. MOFEA should provide follower ship

programme concerning IFMS, more employees should be trained in order

to have employees who are competent. Security of the system should be

improved, even in networking because of the development of science and

technology.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE PROBLEM AND ITS SCOPE

Over view

In this chapter the researcher was explain the background of the

Integrated Financial Management System, statement of the problem,

objectives of the study, scope and significance of the study.

Background of the Study

Since the early 1990s, governments around the world have been

executing major initiatives in order to take advantage of the potential

of emerging information and communication technology. Integrated

Financial Management Systems (IFMS) are, one of the most popular

government ICT-based initiatives. IFMS enhances effectiveness and

transparency of the system by computerizing the process in which

public financial resources are managed. However, the results from

international experience with IFMS, including the World Bank’s, have

been so far quite mixed. While some countries managed to improve

transparency of their public financial management process, many other

countries found that their reforms have been less than fully successful

in combating corruption. (World Bank, 202)

Integrated Financial Management System (IFMS) is a financial

accounting package that originated in United States of America. It was

previously known as PLATINUM. IFMS has many roles which includes

the simplification of managing the Government expenditures these

includes payment of salary, revenues collections, deposit and other



expenditures. It was established in order to have effective monitoring

and control the government funds due to failure of the previously

manual system was to manage and control most of the government

resources, since there was no a computerized system for monitoring

and control government funds.

Integrated Financial Management System of Zanzibar was established

in August 2007 under the Ministry of Finance and Economic Affairs. An

IFMS is a fiscal and financial management information system for

Government that consist of all financial management functions into one

suite of applications. It is an IT-based budgeting and accounting

system that assists the government ministries to initiate, spend and

monitor their budgets, initiate and process their payments, manage

and report on their financial activities. The IFMS streamline all fiscal

and financial management processes throughout Government and

provide the government with a modern budgeting and accounting

system with state of the art functionality on which to undertake its

national and public sector accounting and financial management.

(worldbank.org, 2003)

Ministry of Finance is a major element in controlling government funds,

budgeting, authorizes ministries funds warrant, and control ministries

expenditure for promoting the welfare of its citizens The general

ledger module is the core of an IFMS, It records all financial

transactions. This module provides a complete picture of assets and

liabilities of the government, as well as associated financial flows. The

system is highly integrated with all other modules of the FMIS as well

other systems, if any, that process government financial transactions.
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The system facilitate simultaneous posting of all the transactions in sub

systems to the general ledger accounts following the rules imposed by

a chart of accounts and accounting base set up. The system is

automatic consolidation of accounts of different budget units at

different levels of government. The GIL systems have a strong

reporting facility to produce all types of financial reports, both for use

by internal management and external agencies, this system help in

monitoring and controlling the government funds and budget.

Statement of the Prob~em

Government budgets are usually complicated activities, yet very

important to government operations. In Zanzibar the budget is

prepared every year and read in the parliament by the Minister of

Finance and Economic Affairs on June 15th every year.

Before 2007 the manual financial system was used by government

financial activities that was not proper system for monitoring Zanzibar

Government funds and their sources which make difficult to control the

government’s funds, budgets and plans for government expenditure

since most of the government budgets were not easily controlled,

difficult to eliminate over expenditure the most government ministries,

this manual system has lad us to challenges of finding proper way of

control of the budget.

This situation forces the government to find a solution of implementing

Integrated Financial management system in order to have one system

of control and monitor over the government budget. The study
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attempts to investigate the effectiveness of the JFMS in budgetary

control in Zanzibar over a period of three years.

Purpose of the Study

To assess the effectiveness of Integrated Financial Management

System on Zanzibar Government budgetary control.

Objective of the Study

The main objective of this study was to assess the means that IFMS

manage to control and monitor the allocation, distribution and

expenditure of the government budget in the government ministries.

Specific Objectives

1. To determine how training skill of the IFMS leads to effective

budgetary control.

2. To determine how security of the IFMS leads to effective

budgetary control.

3. To determine how qualified resources of IFMS leads to effective

budgetary control.

Research Questions

According to the problem statement and objective of the study intends

to answer the following questions

1. To what extent does training lead IFMS to effective budgetary

control?

2. To what extent does security of IFMS lead to effective

budgetary control?
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3. To what extent does qualified resource of the IFMS lead to

effective budgetary control?

Scope

The IFMS is linked and implemented through all 13 ministries of

Zanzibar government. The research was cover mostly in the Ministry of

Finance and Economic Affairs, which is a major implementer of the

IFMS and governmental budget planning, location and distribution. The

study was also conducted in the government ministries headquarters at

the accounting section where the IFMS is implemented and responsible

staff was selected and consulted according to their vital on the IFMS

implementation in order to assessing their effectiveness within the

period of 2007 to 2009. The study was take five months from March

2010 up to July, 2010.

Significant of the Study

The IFMS has helped Zanzibar government to significantly control

budget and eliminate over expenditure, include t he country’s debt

burden and restore confidence of international development partners.

This effort combined with the solid economic policies of the

government has led to actual Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth.

Through the use of IFMS, the Government has managed to implement

a full budgeting, accounting and fiscal control infrastructure that has

supported significantly improved fiscal conditions. IFMS helping the

country control unbudgeted commitments and expenditures and

address the demands of its development partners. The system has

been deployed to all 13 Zanzibar government ministries with over 2000
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users and is an integral part of the national budgeting and planning

infrastructure to promote long term macro and micro economic.

IFMS enables the Ministries to access their allocated budget online,

distribution, manages utilization and print the voucher list for final

check printing. It controls over expenditure of the ministry budget and

each ministry access its own budget electronically. The employees

was al so benefit from the system, since IFMS protects employees

salaries and provide opportunity for delivering salary on time. It also

reduces the number of queries and claims from employees due to

salary variations this because the system is give transparency. IFMS is

automated and strengthen cash disbursement rules to minimize risk of

theft of public funds. IFMS help the retired people to get their pension

on time, because it works throughout the government policy.

Conceptua~ Framework

Independent Variable~J

Dependent Variable

Government
budgetary effort

Source: Author 2010
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Operationall Definition of Key Terms

Training

Training in this study has been referred to a formal activity aimed at

improving the knowledge, skills and attitude of an employee within the

overall goals of the organization. It is aimed at developing employee’s

skills and ability when training is well conducted it was help in

implementation of budget planning and controlling because employees

was more effective and competent in terms of their skills and ability.

Security

The degree of protections of information and property from theft,

corruption, or natural disaster while allowing the information and

property to remain accessible and productive to its intended users.

When proper security implemented it was protect governmental budget

from making employees to over spending, because security of the

system will limit users to spend more than what they have budgeted.

Quahfied resources

These are human resources who are professionals’ accountant and

technical persons which they are needed for using the system. When

qualified resources have these knowledge of using the system to

perform daily activities they were make the governmental budget to be

more effective, and use it accordingly.
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Budgetary efforts

Budget is a plan for the control use of financial resources. The common

theme of budgets is the amount of financial resources allocated to a

given areas. With this in mind, we can say that resource allocation also

an integrative task in business because of need to consider impacts

throughout the organisation of a change in budgets. The system have

been implemented in order to help in budgetary efforts of planning,

allocating and using it effectively.
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CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Over view

In this chapter the researcher was discuss the relevant related

literature in respect of Integrated Financial Management System and

various financial aspects and definition of terms concerning the study.

Review of r&ated literature

Integrated Financial Management System (IFMS)
IFMS for the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Mauritius, Ministry

of Finance of the Republic of Namibia and the government of Kenya.

In general, the IFMS greatly improves the Finance Ministries control

over funds release. Management contains information that can be

presented in a variety of different ways that was help governments to

make informed decisions. From the accounting and control, the system

provides timely and reliable information which is useful for monitoring

and evaluating the patterns of public expenditure. It possesses in-built

mechanisms for financial monitoring and control, thereby reducing

overspending. The IFMS system enables Offices, Ministries and

Agencies to reconcile their accounts through real time data. It also

enables the Ministry of Finance to close books on time allowing

improved accountability to Parliament. The system also allows Cabinet

Ministers to hold their Accounting Officers to account for current

expenditure performance, rather than historical records. The IFMS has

security features that make it difficult for staff members to manipulate

the system. (State informatics Ltd, 2009)
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The Integrated Financial Management System (IFMS) was initially

introduced as part of the Civil Service Reform Programme in 1996 in

order to strengthen expenditure management. Customised versions of

the accounts payable, accounts receivable, general ledger, cash

management and purchase order modules have been installed for

ministries in Dar es Salaam. As a result, all central government

budgetary expenditure is now implemented through the system. The

IFMS, has strengthened the capacity of the Ministries, Departments

and Agencies to record, monitor and control expenditure; to achieve

more efficient processing of government transactions; and to monitor

expenditures against budget. It has also allowed the Government to

introduce standardised coding to facilitate monitoring and racking of

expenditure through the budget system. It generates comprehensive

monthly monitoring reports on commitment, expenditure and

arrears.LWorl Bank,2002J

Integrated Financial Management System (IFMS) is a tool to support

public financial management into the national government level. An

IFMS is a computer software application of the shelf package or

specially made software provides core public financial management

functions, e.g. Budget, Accounting, reporting and reconciliation. (Parry,

2004).

The IFMS has strengthened the capacity of the Ministries Departments

and Agencies to record monitor and control expenditure; to achieve

more efficient processing of government transactions; and to monitor

expenditures against budget. It has also allowed the Government to
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introduce standardised coding to facilitate monitoring and racking of

expenditure through the budget system. (World Bank, 2002)

Integrated financial management system (IFMS), is an information

system that tracks financial events and summarizes financial

information. In its basic form, an IFMS is little more than an accounting

system configured to operate according to the needs and specifications

of the environment in which it is installed. Generally, the term “IFMS”

refers to the use of information and communications technology in

financial operations t o support management and budget decisions,

fiduciary responsibilities, and the preparation of financial reports and

statements. In the government realm, IFMS refers more specifically to

the computerization of public financial management (PFM) processes,

from budget preparation and execution to accounting and reporting,

with the help of an integrated system for financial management of line

ministries, spending agencies and other public sector operations.

(Casals & Associates,2000)

The introduction of Integrated Financial Management Systems (IFMS)

has become a core component of financial reforms to promote

efficiency, security of data management and comprehensive financial

reporting. IFMS provide an integrated computerised financial package

to enhance the effectiveness and transparency of public resource

management by computerising the budget management and

accounting system for a government. It consists of several core sub

systems which plan, process and report on the use of public resources.

The scope and functionality of IFMS can vary across countries, but

sub-systems normally include accounting, budgeting, cash

management, debt management and related core treasury systems. In
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addition to these core subsystems, some countries have chosen to

expand their IFMS with non core sub-systems such as tax

administration, procurement management, asset management, human

resource and pay roll systems, pension and social security systems and

other possible areas seen as supporting the core modules. (Marie

Chêne,2009).

Train~ng skiN

Training in this study has been refereed to as a formal activity aimed

at improving the knowledge, skills and attitude of an employee within

the overall goals of the organization. It aimed at developing employees

skills, different scholars and researchers have defined training

differently.

According to (Gareth, 2000) training is defined as teaching

organizational member how to perform their current jobs and helping

them acquire the knowledge and skills they need to be effective

perfumers. But it is important to note that there is a relationship

between teaching and training. Teaching alone may not lead to

training but training must involves teaching. In both aspects the

employees (trainees) is assumed to acquire knowledge, skills or

attitudes. However training should be more specific in sense that it

should be skill based rather than knowledge based. Therefore training

can be associate with learning. If the training was effective conducted

it was lead to the effectiveness of the system.

Training is a vital implementation activity, information system

personnel such as user consultants, must be sure that end users are
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trained to operate a new e business system or its implementation was

fail. Training may involve any activities like data entry, or it may also

involve all aspect of the proper use of new system, in addition

managers and end users must be educated in how the new technology

impacts the company’s business operations and management (0,

Brien, 2004).

According to (Dessler, 1997), training is a learning experience. He calls

it a learning experience because it seeks a relatively permanent change

in an individual that was improve the ability to perform a certain job.

According to him training can involves the changing of skills,

knowledge, attitudes or behaviors.

Security contro~

Security as a form of protection is structures and processes that

provide or improve security as a condition. The Institute for Security

and Open Methodologies (ISECOM) defines se curity as “a form of

protection where a separation is created between the assets and the

threat. This includes but is not limited to the elimination of either the

asset or the threat. In order to be secure, either the asset is physically

removed from the threat or the threat is physically removed from the

asset.

Control is an integral part of systems negative feed back reduces the

effect of variances from the desired system state. Security control is

also needed to make sure that information systems work properly. The

procedures either automated or manual are needed to make sure that
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the right data are entered, all the necessary data are present for

processing and only and only authorized information process

occurs.(Martin, Dehayes & Jeffrey, 1991).

Security control is needed to ensure that this information is accurate

and complete. Other reasons include the need to establish authenticity

and accountability for data and transactions that this data represents,

the need to process data in a timely fashion and the need to complies

with Governmental rules and regulations affecting the use of public

funds.(Simkin,2000).

Security control can minimize errors, fraud, and destruction in an

information services organization. An effective control provides quality

assurance for information system (O.Brienl9g9). This can make

IFMS/System more free of errors and frauds and able to produce or

provide output of higher quality than manual types.

You can define security policies to protect access to particular

application resources. These security policies are called scoped security

policies. By default, resources are preconfigured with a security policy

that grants access to everyone. You define scoped security policies via

the administration consoles provided with WebLogic Platform. For

example, to restrict access to a particular portlet, use the WebLogic

Administration. (BEA Weblogic platform, 2003)

Security refers to protection of computer based resources hardware,

soft ware, data, procedures and people against alteration, destruction

or unauthorized use. At one time security was relatively straight

forward only a centralized mainframe needed to be guarded. The rise
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in communications networks compounded the security problem

immensely, since people became capable of accessing centralized data

from a variety of location (Parker, 1998)

The goal of security management is the accuracy, integrity and safety

of all information system process and resources. Thus effective security

management can minimize errors, frauds and loses in the information

systems that interconnect today’s companies and their customers,

supplies and others stakeholders. (O’Brien, 2004).

Quallfied Resources

Many public sector organizations experience difficulty in hiring qualified

resources. Public sector implementations are very different from

commercial implementations because you deal with very different

organization cultures and structures, specifically within human

resources of IT. The success or failure of an information services

organisation rests primary on the quality of its people. Many computer

using organizations consider recruiting, training and retaining qualified

information system personnel as one of their greatest challenges.

Managing information services function involves the management of

managerial, technical and clerical personnel. One of the most

important jobs of information service managers is to recruit qualified

personnel and develop, organise and direct the capabilities of existing

personnel. (O’Brien,2004).

Accountants and financial managers use accounting systems for all of

their functions i.e preparing external reports, handling routine
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transactions etc. As routine transaction processing becomes

automated, accountants are spending less time on routine functions.

So for the system to operate it needs these qualified personnel to do

their daily work. Also accountants managers managing the recording

and reporting of accounting information but also managing overall

information system.

Accountants use accounting software to provide financial statements

for small clients and tax soft ware service for their clients, the

decreasing cost of computers and accounting and tax software have

allowed many accountants to be profitable as sole practitioners. (Rama

& Jones, 2003).

Accountant is a person who process, identifying, measuring and

communicating economic information to permit informed judgements

and make decisions of the information. Accountants observe many

events or activities and identify and measure in financial terms, those

events considered evidence of economic activities are now done by

systems or accounting systems. (Hermason, 1998).

Regardless of the system, the functions of accountants include

observing, identifying and measurement and reporting economic

events and interpreting financial statements. Both internal and external

users tell accountants their information needs. In order to have

effective of the systems to operate we need these qualified resources

i.e. personnel accountant and technical support. (Hermason,1998).
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Financiali Management System

The computer system that using a spread sheet package, is the menu

driven system in which accountants entered the manual information

from division and subsidiaries into financial schedule. After verify the

data for consistency a consolidation software package combine it into a

single database. This contained information used to develop most of

the financial schedules and footnotes included in the annual report.

(Boochholdt, 1999)

Financial management system support financial managers in decisions

concerning the financing of the business allocation and control of

financial resources within the business organization. The major

financial management systems include cash and investment

management, capital budgeting, financial forecasting and financial

planning. (O’Brien, 2003).

Collecting and consolidating annual financial results for year end

reports had been a time consuming. The final reporting has to be

collected the results separately from different entities, then should

spend a significant amount of time manually verifying the results. They

review a footnoted each consolidation schedule to confirm that the

amounts were recorded correctly. These reviews nee ds reasonable

time to be accomplished some peoples to complete including outside

help and substantial overtime.
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Budgeting

A budget is a formal written statement of management’s plans for a

specified future time period, expressed in financial terms, normally

represents the primary means of communicating agreed upon

objectives throughout the organization. Once adopted, a budget

becomes an important basis for evaluating performance; it promotes

efficiency and serves as a deterrent to waste and inefficiency. A budget

is an aid to management but is not a substitute for management.

Budget cannot operate or enforce itself. The benefit of budgeting was

realised only when a budget are carefully prepared and properly

administered by management. (Weygandt, Kieso & Kimmel, 2002).

Budgeting is the processes of devising a financial plan for future

operations. Budgeting is a management task, not an accounting task.

The accounting function simply assembles the information provided

into a known and consistent format. Budgeting is an important part of

an organization’s planning and controlling process. (Raiborn, Mallouk,

Spraakman, Barfield & Kinney, 2004).

The Budget of the United States Government is the President’s

proposal to the U.S. Congress which recommends funding levels for

the next fiscal year, beginning October 1. Congressional decisions are

governed by rules and legislation regarding the federal budget process.

Budget committees set spending limits for the House and Senate

committees and for Appropriations subcommittees, which then approve

individual appropriations bills to allocate funding to various federal

programs.
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After Congress approves an appropriations bill, it is sent to the

President, who may sign it into law, or may veto it. A vetoed bill is sent

back to Congress, which can pass it into law with a two-thirds majority

in each chamber. Congress may also combine all or some

appropriations bills into an omnibus reconciliation bill. In addition, the

president may request and the Congress may pass supplemental

appropriations bills or emergency supplemental appropriations bills.

(United States federal budget,2000)

Tanzania’s budget process is lengthy and highly participatory. It

involves government officials, donors, Non-government organisations,

and the civil service society organisations in achieving a partnership-

oriented budget. The introduction of cash budget coupled with

ministry-wide use of an Integrated Financial Management System

(IFMS), has improved fiscal discipline. Expenditure management has

improved and budget execution can be monitored almost in real time

with the IFMS. Further improvements are needed, however, to make

cash budgeting more flexible, especially by making quarterly releases

to all spending units as opposed to the current priority sectors only.

Integration of all donor assistance to the budget should also enhance

transparency and accountability of all budget resources through

government processes.

The budget reforms undertaken through the introduction of Public

Expenditure Reviews (PER5) and Medium Term Expenditure Framework

(MTEF) have been particularly useful in fostering wide participation of

stakeholders in the budget process. These reforms have strengthened

the links between sector policies and resource allocation, providing
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valuable analysis and feedback on budget execution that has improved

resource use. (Daniel Ngowi,2005).

The primary benefits of the budgets require all levels of management

to plan ahead and to formalize their goals on a recurring basis. It

provides definite objectives for evaluating performance at each level of

responsibility. It creates an early warning system for potential

problems. With early warning, management has time to make change

before things get out of hand. It facilitates coordination of activities

within the business. It results in greater management awareness of the

entity’s overall operations and the impact on operations of external

factors, such as economic trends and. It motivates personnel

throughout the organisation to meet planned objectives. (Weygand et

al, 2002).

After a budget prepared and accepted, it is implemented. Budget

implementation means that the budget now is considered a standard

against which performance can be measured. Managers operating

under budget guidelines should provided with copies of all appropriate

budgets. These managers should also be informed that their

performance was evaluated by computing actual results to budgeted

amounts. Such evaluations should generally be made by budget

category for specific periods of time. Once the budget is implemented,

the control phase begins. Control includes making actual to budget

comparisons, determining variances, providing feedback to operating

managers, investing the causes of the variances, and taking any

necessary corrective action. This control process indicates the cyclical

nature of budgeting. Feedback is essential to the control process and

must be provided in a timely manner to be useful. (Reborn et al,

2004).
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

Overview

This chapter was highlight on the research design that was used, area

of the study, population of the study, sample selection methods and

size, data collection methods, validity and reliability, procedures of data

collection and data analysis methods that was also used.

Research Design

This study was conducted through cross section survey research

design. The cross-section survey research design is attempt to collect

data from members of a sample at a particular time in order to

determine the current status of the population with respect to one or

more variables. The purpose of this research seeks to obtain

information that describes existing phenomena by asking individuals

about their perception, attitudes, behaviour or values. It is therefore a

type of descriptive research. This research design means that the

researched used appropriate tools to gather description from various

participants on the events and outcomes as they were. (Wolcott,

1990).

Mugenda et. al (2003), contends that descriptive survey techniques

were considered the most appropriate business and research

approaches as they sought to find out factors associated with certain

occurrences, outcomes and conditions of behaviours. This study design

enabled the researcher to gain an understanding on effectiveness of

IFMS.
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Target population

The target population of the study was 1800 which involved key

personnel officers and system users who regularly interacting with the

system. This target population was help the researcher to get the

information required to solve the identified problem.

Table 3d Target population and sample size for the study

Departments Target Sample Method of

/Sections Population size(f) lO% selection of

sample
Chiefs accountants and 1500 150 Purposive

assistance accountants

Budgetary officers 100 10 Purposive

Central Payment 200 20 Purposive

Officers

Total 1800 180 Purposive

Source: Author 2010

This study was conducted in the MOFEA head office in Zanzibar. The

study was limited to the selected cases mentioned to assess the

effectiveness of integrated financial Management System on control of

Zanzibar Government budget. The study was conducted from various

departments and included accessing the staff qualifications. It equally

aimed at allowing use of affordable resources and time to accomplish

the effective study while looking at IFMS in controlling Government

expenditures.
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Method of seJect~on samp~e and Sampll~ng design Procedure

The researcher use purposive sampling technique to select the sample

this is due to the nature of the study and the convenience of collecting

required data for this study, because the respondent for this are those

using the system and knows about the IFMS.

The study used stratified random sampling procedures in order to get

key informants for the purpose of receiving necessary information that

enable to determine whether IFMS manage to control government

budget. Stratified random sampling design is used on the basis of the

researcher’s judgement that key respondents are relevant for the study

(Mugenda, 2003). The study was used in collecting data from MOFEA

and its responsible sections in order to understand the ways in which

IFIMS facilitate in the Zanzibar Government budget planning,

distribution, allocation and expenditure through their Ministries. That

was enable the researcher to provide description on the ability of

IFIMS in controlling a government budgets.

Data coNect~on methods and Procedure

Data collection was from two main sources; primary and secondary.

Secondary sources the researcher use content analysis that included

relevant documents, books, journals and reports. Secondary data also

collected in publication in relation to the topic. The researcher

employed the technique to pick information that was available from

these reports.

In using Primary sources data was collected from sampled. Primary

data was gathered using Questionnaires. It involved both qualitative

and quantitative approaches. The use of the two approaches at the
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same time in basic research was recommended by Gay (1996) as the

best way to get sufficient results.

Both approaches were adopted to enable the researcher to get

relevant information concerning the effectiveness of IFMS on control of

Government budget. Qualitative methods were used to gather

qualitative information while the quantitative method was used to

investigate people’s ideas and perception on the effectiveness of IFMS.

Instrumentation

This study was not limited to only one instrument of data gathering,

but a combination of different techniques that was applied in order to

gather data that are necessary enable the researcher to determine

whether IFMS manage to control government budget. Tools that was

used include questionnaires, and documentary analysis. This will

enable to collect both qualitative and quantitative information.

The semi —structured questionnaire and structured questionnaire were

the main instrument of the study to be administered to the

respondents which was includes open ended question and closed

ended questions. It involved both qualitative and quantitative

approaches. The use of the two approaches at the same time in basic

research was recommended by Gay (1996) as the best way to get

sufficient results. Both approaches were adopted to enable the

researcher to get relevant information concerning the effectiveness of

IFMS on control of Zanzibar government budget. The researcher

preferred to use this method because of its ability to solicit information

from respondents within a short time as supported by Gupta (1999).
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Simple questions was designed and distributed to different groups of

staffs both in MOFEA and government ministries in order to obtain

relevant data. The questionnaire was help to get all necessary

information concerning the IFMS. Identity of the respondents remains

completely anonymous

RellabWty and vahdity of data coNection to&s

Validity of the instrument is the measure of extent to which the

instrument measures what they are intended to measure. (Charles

1995, Gay 1997, Kathuri & Pails 1993). The content validity index of

the questionnaire was calculated and it was 0.88 which is greater than

0.76 which is acceptable minimum value according to Kathuri a & Pails

1993. Hence the questionnaire is deemed valid.

Reliability is dependability or trustworthiness of research result or the

degree to which an instrument consistently measure what it suppose to

measures(Amin,2005) it is evidence that scores obtained on a test at

one time have remained fairly the same when test was re administered

some other time (re-test). If the pre test-post test results are

consistent, then the coefficient of reliability was high and the

instrument was reliable.

Documentation

Other data necessary for the obtaining information on the

implementation of IFMS and budget control was collected from the
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institutions documents, especially in the Ministry of Finance and

Economic Affairs Zanzibar.

Data Gathering Procedures

The research proposal was prepared and after being approved by

supervisor. The research approval letter obtained from director of

school of post graduate studies of Kampala International University to

the MOFEA for requesting the permission to conducting a research

then follows selection process. The study was taken 5 months from

March 2010 to July 2010. During this time period the researcher is

expected to collect data, organizing, processing, analysing and report

writing. Six week was for data collection, while the other two weeks

was used for data organizing. The data processing and analysis was

consume 5 weeks. The report write was take about six week. Here the

report was ready for submission to Kampala International University for

the final stage for defending.

Data An&ysis

The data was analysed using Statistical Packaging of Social Science

(SPSS) and interpreted. This was anable to process the sample

quantitative data that gathered from the questionnaires. Qualitative

data gathered from open ended questions expressed by respondents

was also analysed in order to capture this views on the study. The

results of the major findings were presented in form of table with the

number of respondents falling in a particular attributes and respective

percentages.
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The data was also be analysed using scaling techniques so as to rank

the effectiveness of the system by various users in the ministry. To

understand the system is effective in controlling and to monitor of the

government funds as well as donor funds. Because before IFMS it was

established there was improper use of budget and which led to

overdraft for the accounts. Significance of the relationship was tasted

using chi square and other.

Limitat~on of the study

The researcher faces difficulties while collecting the data most of the

time the respondents were not available because of their daily

commitments when the researcher went to see respondents they were

not easy to finds them.

No enough books available in our library most of the books is for

teaching materials, I have overcome this limitation by visiting other

libraries, organizations and internet.

Normally in generalizing the study it is better to take the entire

population but my study could not allowed that why I took only 10%

which represent the entire population.
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CHAPTER FOUR

PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA

Overview

This chapter presents the interpretation of data obtained from the field

during the study. The analysis was interpreted in the tabular form and

the results obtained from questionnaire u sed were presented both

qualitatively and quantitatively. The presentation results of the study is

guided by the research questions that guide the study, hence the

results presented is divided into two sections where by section one

presents the background information of the respondents and section

two, represents the results of the study according the research

objectives.

Background Information

The current section presents the background information of the

respondents. The researcher felt this information was important

because the respondents, background with the organization

determines their ability to posses the required information and

subsequently determined the necessity of the researcher to probe for

any detail and establish sufficient rapport with the respondents.

Tab~e 4~1: Gender Distribution of the Respondents

Gender Respondents Percentage

Male 72 42.4%

Female 98 57.6%

Tota~ 170 100%

Source: Primary Data 2010
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As can be observed from table (1), the gender distribution of the

respondents was presented that 42°k were male and 58% were

females. The results indicate that, both sexes were considered and

included in the research .It was found that most of the system users

were female than male.

Tablie 4,2: Age D~str~bution of the Respondents

Frequencies

Age distribut~on (f) C’ass marks (x) F(x)

21—30 45 25.5 1147.5

31—40 83 35.5 2946.5

41—50 42 45.5 1911

Total 170 106.5 6005

Source: Primary Data 2010

f = frequency

X = class mark = lower class boundary + upper class boundary

2

Total = mean (age) X = ~fx = 6005

170

= 35.3 years

This was purposely calculated to see if respondents are energetic

enough to be productive in their responsibility. The study shows that
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the total mean for the respondents is 35.3 years. The findings signify

that they are still young and energetic enough to perform well their

duties. Because in this age people are more mature who are

committed and know their responsibilities.

Also the researcher attempt to explore the level of education of the

respondents. This variable was considered to be worth by researcher

because the education level of the individual determined his or her

ability to possess adequate information. The results on the level of

education of the respondents are presented in table 3.

Tab~e 4.3. The Educat~ona~ Leveils of the Respondents

Education llev& Frequendes Percentage

Primary 1 O.6%

Secondary 15 8.8%

Diploma 49 28.8%

Higher education 105 61.8%

Tota’ 170 100%

Source: Pr~mary Data 2010

When the researcher ranks the respondents according to the education

level, it was found that 62% of the respondents have higher education

level, start from advance diploma and above, 29% have diploma, 8%
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have completed secondary education and only 1% completed primary

education. This results show that the knowledge required for the IFMS

system users who were adequate to perform the required, since there

is a good number of respondents who are having high qualification.

The minimum qualification required to work with IFMS at least diploma

level. The results are helpful to the study, because they define

educational levels of IFMS users and how competent they are in doing

their work.

Quantitative Ana~ySiS

This part analyses and presents the results from the conducted

questionnaires applied to chief accountants and assistants accountants,

budgeting officers and Central payment Officers. All questionnaires

were under three objectives, namely; determine how training skill of

the JFMS leads to effective of budgetary control, assessing how

security of the IFMS leads of effective budgetary control and determine

how qualified resources of IFMS may leads of effective budgetary

control.

To determine the training skill ~eads to effective of budgetary

contr& on the IFMS

The first research question of this study was derived from the first

research objective. The question asked to know whether training skill

will lead to the effective budgetary control in the system, the

researcher inquired the respondent’s perceptions on number of issues.

These issues includes; if training skill leads to effective budgetary

control, satisfaction from the time of training on the use of the system



and how training skill of the system help respondents doing their work

accurate. These issues results presented on the table 4 below

Table 4~4: How Training Skills of the System Leads to Effective

Budgetary Control.

Respondents Frequency Percentage

Very good 67 39~4%

Good 85 50’%

Neither good nor bad 17 10%

Fair 1 0~6%

Total 170 100%

Source: Primary Data 2010

This question extracts information if training leads to budgetary

control. 39% of the respondents say good, 50% say very good, bOb

were neither good nor bad, while 1% were fair. This means that the

training for the system were good.

Table 4~5: Users Satisfaction From the Time of Training the

System

Respondents Frequency Percentage

Satisfied 75 44.1%

Somewhat satisfied 85 50%

Somewhat dissatisfied 9 5.3%

Completely dissatisfied 1 0.6%

Total 170 100%

Source: Primary Data 2010
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The question asked the information if respondents are satisfied with

the time for the training of the system. Majority of them said that they

were satisfied, 44% of the respondents were satisfied, 50% were

somewhat satisfied, 5% were somewhat dissatisfied and only 1% were

completely dissatisfied. Generally respondents are satisfied for the time

they got training of the system.

Tab~e 4~6: The Extent to Which Training of System Help

Respondents Doing Their Work Accurate

Respondents Frequency Percentage

Highl1° 64. 7%

Very high 54 31.8%

Low 5 2.9%

Very low 1 0.6%

Total 170 100%

Source: Primary Data 2010

The question extracted information from respondents whether training

of the system help them doing their work accurately. The results show

that 65% respondents say high, 32% say very high, 3% were low and

only 1°h were very low. The results signify that the training of the

IFMS help the respondents doing their work well.



How security of IFMS ileads to effective budgetary contro~

From the second objective of the study, the researcher delivered a

research question. It is this research question, which guided the study.

In order to get appropriate answers to this research question, a

number of elements were subjected to the respondents to solicit for

their perception of the variables in question. These includes if the

security controls measure protecting the system, how system improve

control over the expenditure, application of any security control

measure for protecting the system, ways IFMS control government

expenditure and if system will improve control over the budget.

The results to this study were analyzed by generating tables and

percentages which were used to make the comparison of the

perceptions as the following data depicts on table (4.7).

Tab~e 4.7: Extent of How Security Contro~s Measures

Protecting the System

Respondents Frequencies Percentage

High 137 80.6%

Very high 25 14.7 %

Low 8 4.7%

Totall 170 100

Source: Primary Data 2010

Respondents were asked how security control measures for protecting

the system were good. The results show that 8l% of the respondents

were say that the security control measure of the system were high,
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15% were very high and only 5% were low. This means that the big

number of respondents say that security control measures are high.

Tab~e 4.8: System Improve Contro~ Over the Expenditure

Respondents Frequency Percentage

Strongly agree 125 73,5%

Agree 31 18.2%

Neutral
11 6.5%

Disagree
3 1.8%

Tota~ 170 100%

Source: Pr~mary Data 2010

Table 4.8 show whether Integrated Financial Management System

improve control over the expenditure. The majority of the respondents

(74%) felt that it strongly agreed that system provide control, whereas

(18%) agreed that improve control (7%) of the respondents were

neutral and (2%) of the respondents who were disagree.
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TaWe 4.9: How Application of Security Controls Measure for

Protecting the System

Respondents Frequencies Percentage

High 137 80.6%

Very high 25 14.7%

Low 8 4.7%

Total 170 100%

The researcher was interested to know whether the respondents apply

any security measures for protecting the system. The results show that

majority of the people say high which show that 81% were high

protect, 15°k very high and only 5% of the respondents were low in

protecting the system. So the majority confirmed that they apply the

security measures.

Table 4.10: Ways IFMS Control Government Expenditure

Source: Primary Data 2010

Source: Primary Data 2010

Respondents Frequencies Percentage

Each ministry has its own budget

separately 114 67.1%

It has commitment for control the

budget 39 22.9%

The distribution of warrant g 5.3%

Others 8 47

Total 170 100%
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The researcher wanted to know whether IFMS provide control over

Government expenditure. The result shows that it provides because

majority say that each ministry has its own budget separately which

show in 67% of the respondents, 23% say has commitment for

control the budget and only 5% say it has the distribution of warrant

and 5 say others.

Table 4d1: Extent on How System Improve Control Over the

Budget

Respondents Frequendes Percentage

High 117 68.8%

Very high 31 18.2%

Low 22 12.9%

Total 170 100%

Source: Primary Data 2010

The researcher wanted to know if system will improve control over the

governmental budget. The results show that, 69% were say high

improve control, 18% of the respondents were very high and only 13%

were low in improving the control. The results signify that system is

highly improve control.

How qualif~ed resources of IFMS may leads of effective

budgetary control.

It is this research question that guided the study in the bid to get

answers towards its verification. The research question sought to see

whether does a qualified resource of the IFMS lead to effective
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budgetary control, To get the answers to this research question, a

number of elements were placed to the respondents among which the

following highlights are important for instance, extent of qualified

resources of the system leads to effective budgetary control, how do

you feel as a person of qualified resource and responsibility of qualified

resource. The results of this study were analyzed by generating tables

and percentages which were used to make the comparison of the

perceptions as the following presentation depicts. These results

presented in the tables below.

TaMe 4.12: The Extent of Qua~ified Resources of the System

Leads to Effective Budgetary Contr&

Respondents Frequencies Percentage

Excellent 76 44.7%

Good 75 44.1%

Not decided 19 11.2%

Totall 170 100%

Source: Primary Data 2010

This question targeted at finding if qualified resources of the system

leads to the effective budgetary control. 45% of the respondents they

were saying excellent, 44% they say good and the remaining 11%

they not decided. The results show that qualified resources lead to the

effective budgetary control.
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Tab~e 4.13: How Do You Feel as~a Person of Qualified Resource

Respondents Frequencies Percentage

Very importance 94 55.3%

Fairly importance 67 39.4%

Neutral 9

Tota
170 100%

Source: Primary Data 2010

The researcher was interested to know the feelings of the respondents

on the respect of IFMS. The results show that, 55% they feel them

salve as very importance, 39% fairly importance and 5% were neutral.

So the majority confirmed that they are very importance.

Table 4.14:The Responsibility of Qualified Resources

Respondents Frequencies Percentage

Data entry 59 347%

Approval 59 347%

core application 30 17.6%

Cheque printer 11 6.5%

Reconciliation 9 5.3%

Others 2 1.2%

Total 170 100%

Source: Primary Data 2010
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According to table 4.14 showing responsibility of qualified resources

35% of the respondents were data entries, 35% of the respondents

were approval of the payments l8% core application, 7% of

respondents were printing cheques, 5% of respondents were

reconciliation and remaining l% were others.
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CHAPTER FIVE

FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Overview

This chapter presents the findings, conclusion and Recommendations

of the results from chapter four as related to the views of scholars in

the literature reviews and in the back ground of the study. The findings

given in this chapter aim to answer the research questions. The

conclusions reached, are based on the discussion of the findings. The

recommendations are made from the conclusion. The areas for further

research have been explored emanating from the questions in the

entire study.

Findings

The main objective was to assess the effectiveness of integrated

financial management system (IFMS) on Zanzibar government

budgetary control. The first specific objective was to determine how

training skill of the IFMS leads to effective of budgetary control.

Second objective was to determine how security of the IFMS leads of

effective budgetary control. And the lastly was to determine how

qualified resources of IFMS may leads of effective budgetary control.

To determine training skiNs of IFMS heads to effective

budgetary contro~

The first objective was to determine how training skill leads to effective

budgetary control of the system. Data analysis and interpretations of

responses from the 180 sample population revealed that, training of

the system were good that leads to effective budgetary control. In
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table 4.4, majority of subject equivalent to 39% said that the training

were very good, 50% say good, 10% were neither good nor bad, while

1% were fair. Also when they asked if they satisfied for the time of

training, majority of respondents said some what satisfied this results

is shown in Table 4.5 said that they were satisfied, 44% of the

respondents were satisfied, 50% were somewhat satisfied, 5% were

somewhat dissatisfied and only 1% were completely dissatisfied. When

they were asked if training help them doing their work accurately, the

results show that 65% respondents say high, 32% say very high, 3%

were low and only 1% were very low.

To determine how security of IFMS ~eads to effective

budgetary contro~

From the second objective of the study, the researcher delivered a

research question the summary of the results show that 8l% of the

respondents were say that the security control measure of the system

were high, l5% were very high and only 5% were low. Also when they

were asked if IFMS control over the expenditure majority of the

respondents about (74%) felt that it strongly agreed that system

provide control, whereas (18%) agreed that improve control (7 %) of

the respondents were neutral and (2%) of the respondents who were

disagree this results shown in the table 4.8. The respondents when

they were asked if they apply any security measures. The results show

that majority of the people say high which show that 81% were high

protect, 15% very high and only 5% of the respondents were low in

protecting the system. When respondents asked if ways that IFMS

control Government expenditure, majority say that each ministry has

its own budget separately which show in 67% of the respondents,
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23% say has commitment for control the budget and only 5% say it

has the distribution of warrant and 5say others.

To determ~ne how qua llf~ed resources of IFMS may ileads of

effect~ve budgetary controL

From the Third objective of the study, the researcher derived research

question number three and the summary for this question as follows

respondents asked if qualified resources of the system leads to the

effective budgetary control. 45% of the respondents they were saying

excellent, 44% they say good and the remaining 11% they not

decided. When respondents asked how they feel as qualified persons,

the results show that, 55% they feel them salve as very importance,

39% fairly importance and 5% were neutral.

Answers to research questions

This section presents specific discussion about each of the research

questions as first developed in chapter one and answers provided from

chapter four in data analysis and presentation of results. The answers

are being compared with the literature reviews as in chapter two of

this study.

To what extent does training skiNs of the IFMS leads to

effective of budgetary controL

The Research question thought to know if training leads to effective

budgetary control. To get that information the respondents were asked

to what extent does training leads to effective budgetary control, if
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they were satisfied with time for training of the system, if training

concerning IFMS were help them doing their work accurate.

From the administered study, respondents confirmed that extent of

training they got using the system was good and effective, because

they can do their work quickly and accurate also they confirm that the

time they got was satisfied to them because they have much time to

learn and able them to learn and understand more things concerning

the system.

The above findings are supported by various scholars when they

defined training in different ways, According to Khanka(2007) training

is the process of teaching the new and or present employees the basic

skills they need to effectively perform their jobs. Alternatively speaking,

training is the act of increasing the knowledge and skill of an employee

for doing the job. Thus, training refers to the teaching and learning

activities carried on for the primary purpose of helping members of an

organization to acquire and also to apply the required knowledge, skill

and attitudes to perform their jobs effectively.

Also Saakshi (2005) defined training as an experience in that it seeks a

relatively permanent change in an individual that may improve his or

her ability to perform on the job. We typically say training can involve

the changing of skills, knowledge, attitudes, or social behaviour. It may

mean changing what employees know, how they work, their attitudes

toward their work, or their interactions with their co-workers or their

supervisor. Training may be presented as it applies primarily co

operative employees in the organisation. By that we mean production,

clerical, and maintenance workers. (Armstrong, 2008).
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More over Beardwell ( 2007) defined as a set of activities which react

to present needs and is focused on the instructor and contrast with

learning are developed and the achievement of organizational potential

and building capabilities for the future.

Training is teaching or making them exercise operational or technical

employees on ways of improving on the job for which they were hired.

Gomez-Mejia & Balkin, (2002) elaborate that training is a planned

effort aiming at providing employees with specific skills to improve on

their performance. Effective training can also improve morale and

increase an organization’s potential. Poor, inappropriate, or in

adequate training can be source of frustration for everyone involved.

From the current findings and the findings of other scholars it is made

clear by the results that training is important activities that can make

employees do their work more careful also it is clear that training leads

to effective budgetary control.

To what extent does security of IFMS ileads to effective

budgetary controll

To get answers from this question, a number of items were asked to

respondents which including if the security controls measure protecting

the system, how system improve control over the expenditure,

application of any security control measure for protecting the system,

ways IFMS control government expenditure and if system will improve

control over the budget.
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From the administered study, it was found out that security control

measures for protecting the system were very high, also they protect

information from authorized access, IFMS provides control over

expenditure and IFMS provides controls over the budget were also very

high. As we know security is an important things and it is a basic need

in our lives

The above findings were supported by a number of different scholars.

According to various researchers defines Security as a form of

protection is structures and processes that provide or improve security

as a condition. The Institute for Security and Open Methodologies

(ISECOM) defines security as “a form of protection where a separation

is created between the assets and the threat. This includes but is not

limited to the elimination of either the asset or the threat. In order to

be secure, either the asset is physically removed from the threat or the

threat is physically removed from the asset.

Security control is also needed to make sure that information systems

work properly. The procedures either automated or manual are needed

to make sure that the right data are entered, all the necessary data are

present for processing and only and only authorized information

process occurs.(Martin, Dehayes & Jeffrey,1991).

Not only that but also security control is needed to ensure that this

information is accurate and complete. Other reasons include the need

to establish authenticity and accountability for data and transactions

that this data represents, the need to process data in a timely fashion

and the need to complies with Governmental rules and regulations

affecting the use of public funds,(Simkin,2000).
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An effective security strategy will of necessity include highly technical

features. However, security must begin with more mundane

considerations which are often disregarded: for example, restricting

physical access to buildings, rooms, computer workstations, and taking

account of the ‘messy ‘aspects of human behavior, which may render

any security measures ineffective. (Open university Walton Hall, 2007).

Security refers to protection of computer based resources hardware,

soft ware, data, procedures and people against alteration, destruction

or unauthorized use~ At one time security was relatively straight

forward only a centralized mainframe needed to be guarded. The rise

in communications networks compounded the security problem

immensely, since people became capable of accessing centralized data

from a variety of location (Parker, 1998)

The goal of security management is the accuracy, integrity and safety

of all information system process and resources. Thus effective security

management can minimize errors, frauds and loses in the information

systems that interconnect today’s companies and their customers,

supplies and others stakeholders. (O’Brien, 2004).

From the results of the current study and views of other scholars in

related findings, it is made clear that security control of the system

were very high thus can leads to effective budgetary control. Because

most of the respondents provides security measures in protecting

information and the system in general.
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To what extent does qualified resources of IFMS leads to

effective budgetary control

The following items were placed by the researcher to seek information

of the above question, extent of qualified resources of the system

leads to effective budgetary control, how you feel as a person of

qualified resource and responsibility of qualified resource.

From the administered study it was realized that extent of qualified

resources of the system were excellent, also qualified resources of the

system feels themselves as very important this can make them to work

hard in order to achieves the desired goals, and also as they were

responsible peoples make them to effective budgetary control.

The findings of the current study, supported by other scholars in

related findings, have made clear that the success or failure of an

information services organisation rests primary on the quality of its

people. Many computer using organizations consider recruiting,

training and retaining qualified information system personnel as one of

their greatest challenges.

Managing information services function involves the management of

managerial, technical and clerical personnel. One of the most

important jobs of information service managers is to recruit qualified

personnel and develop, organise and direct the capabilities of existing

personnel.

Accountants and financial managers use accounting systems for all of

their functions i.e preparing external reports, handling routine

transactions etc. As routine transaction processing becomes
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automated, accountants are spending less time on routine functions.

So for the system to operate it needs these qualified personnel to do

their daily work. Also accountants managers managing the recording

and reporting of accounting information but also managing overall

information system.

Accountants use accounting software to provide financial statements

for small clients and tax soft ware service for their clients, the

decreasing cost of computers and accounting and tax software have

allowed many accountants to be profitable as sole practitioners. (Rama

& Jones, 2003).

Accountant is a person who process, identifying, measuring and

communicating economic information to permit informed judgements

and make decisions of the information. Accountants observe many

events or activities and identify and measure in financial terms, those

events considered evidence of economic activities are now done by

systems or accounting systems.(Hermason, 1998).

Regardless of the system, the functions of accountants include

observing, identifying and measurement and reporting economic

events and interpreting financial statements. Both internal and external

users tell accountants their information needs. In order to have

effective of the systems to operate we need these qualified resources

i.e. personnel accountant and technical support. (Hermason,1998).

From the results of the current study and views of other scholars in

related findings, it is made clear that qualified resources have a strong
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impact on IFMS. More employees who are qualified to do work through

the system and who work hard is needed

Condusions

This study assessed the effectiveness of Integrated Financial

Management System on Zanzibar Government budgetary control. The

study had three key questions to be answered the first one was to

know if training lead IFMS to effective budgetary control, the second

question was thought to see whether security of IFMS lead to effective

budgetary control and the last question was to establish the extent to

which qualified resource of the IFMS lead to effective budgetary

control.

The study established that training of the system is good and has more

impact on the staff performance in doing their work. Training also

important for the employee because their knowledge are increased and

make them work more careful and small mistakes can be avoided in

early stage. The training that was given to the employee has make

control to the government expenditure. This shows that the

implementation of IFMS is effective in control government budget.

In the side of the security of that system it is shown that it is very high

and security control measures also high this make protection from the

unauthorized people to know and use the information wrongly. It is

also clear that IFMS provides control over the expenditure because of

the security control measures; this can help the Government to run its

expenses out of deficit. So the authorised persons who use the system

should continue in protecting the system from unauthorised ones.
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The qualified resources also is an important component in the success

of every things in this word as it is known that the success or failure of

an information services in the organisation rests primary on the quality

of its people. So in order to achieve the desired goals the government

must to make sure that it employees are more qualified in its differ

In view of these findings, the study concludes that the Integrated

Financial Management System have effective in budgetary control

because the component it have are very important like training is the

key issue in success of every things, also when you come to security of

the system or information that must be protected and quality of the

people who are needed to work in a particular area is also important

these components are the success of the system.

Recommendat~ons

From the findings and conclusions, the researcher gives the following

recommendations;

Firstly, Government should prioritize system as a key component of

protecting government expenditure and its staff those who are

responsible of using the system, because it is very sensitive

components that link all the government ministries and its department.

MOFEA should provide follower programme concerning IFMS, more

people should trained in order to have employees who are competent

and make those who did not understand what IFMS is and it important

to the government. Also updated is needed because of the current

science and technology changes in order not to be lack behind with

others who use the system.

Secondly, motivation to the staff who are highly using the system is

needed because it very risky for the system, because when employee
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are not motivated they can harm the system or can make fraud to the

government. The government can look to other counties what they

doing to improve the system and their staff who use the system.

Thirdly the security of the system should be improved, even in

networking because of the development of science and technology.

Areas for further studies

The researcher hopes that the study will contribute positively to the

government that implementation of Integrated Financial Management

System was success to the country because it has reduce the waste

and lost of the government expenses. After doing the research the

researcher there are needs for further study on the following:

o The relationship between IFMS and staff performance.

o Impacts of IFMS on the revenue collection of the Zanzibar

government.

o Attitudes of staff toward Integrated Financial Management

System

o Impacts of IFMS on the Government expenditure
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APPENDIX II

INSTRUMENTS

QUESTIONNAIRE

Dear respondents, I am Asha Yahya Hamad, a student at the school of

post graduate studies, research and evaluation of Kampala

International University. I am currently conducting a research on

assessing effectiveness of Integrated Financial Management System on

Zanzibar Government budgetary Control. A case study of Ministry of

Finance and Economic Affairs Zanzibar as a final requirement for award

of Masters Degree in Business Administration. I kindly request your

assistance by answering this questionnaire. The information provided

will be used strictly for the research purpose. Any information given

will be treated with confidentially.

Personal information

1.Gander of respondents Male C Female C

2.Age :5 -10 C, 11-15 C, 16-20 C, 21-25 C,26-30 C31-35 C36-40

C, 412-50 C

3. Educational level of the respondents

Primary C

Secondary C

Diploma C

Higher education C

4.Occupation of the respondents

5. To what extent does training leads to effective budgetary control?
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Work Experience

From 2002 Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Environments in

department of commercial crops fruits and forest as beekeeping and

handcraft officer under association of Care International Tanzania.

From 2006 to date Ministry of Finance and Economic Affairs in

Accountant General Department under the IFMS as core application

Seminar and Workshops Participated

Date Place Issue under Discussion

April 2007 Soft Tech Consultancy Epicor Enterprise version 7.35

Sept 2009 KIU Organizational Behaviour

May 2010 KIU Fundraising and Resources

Mobilization.
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